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Edward White's letter of May 19, 1992, in framing the Trustee with the accounting entanglements the CPA created, describes them in enough detail that you can follow them like a blueprint.An entanglement is intentional confusion and conflict planted in the accounting and made to appear as if it came from the family or clients. Whoever controls the entanglement controls the people and assets that are entangled. It is used as a wedge and takeover tool and as cover. Small amounts are used to make them appear insignificant, as if the issue were the amount and not that they entangle. Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same. For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. For the estate, Edward White reported the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS.One indicator of the significance of 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 is the degree that the accountants who created it, reported it, framed the Trustee with it, and approved it, don't recognize it. If you learn to recognize the patterns in 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97, you can recognize the same patterns in the more complicated examples. Such as in the lien-summons-injunction-notice-order with a motion for default judgement that the Trustee received after posting his web site http://www.canweconnectthedots.com. 
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1,475.97 – 816.00 = 659.97 
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Recorded in trust accounting
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Recorded in estate accounting
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Trust accounting
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The $1,475.97 in this trust accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on October 4, 1993: I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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Estate accounting
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The $816.00 and 659.97 in this estate accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on March 20, 1993.I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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